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Question: 34

What is correct regarding policy-based routing?
A. Policies can only be applied to routed interfaces.
B. Policies can be applied inbound and outbound.
C. Monitoring of policy interfaces occurs every 60 seconds.
D. Policy actions include routing permitting or dropping traffic.

Answer: A

Question: 35

What would prevent two OSPF routers from forming an adjacency? (Select two.)
A. Different priorities
B. Different area types
C. Different MTU sizes
D. Different IP addresses
E. Different router IDs

Answer: B,C

Question: 36

An administrator is replacing the current access switches with AOS-CX switches. The access layer switches must
authenticate user and networking devices connecting to them. Some devices support no form of authentication, and
some support 802.1X. Some ports have a VoIP phone and a PC connected to the same port, where the PC is connected
to the data port of the phone and the phone’s LAN port is connected to the switch.

Which statement is correct about this situation?
A. 802.1X must be configured to work in fallback mode
B. Device fingerprinting is required for authentication
C. The client-limit setting for port access needs to be changed
D. Device mode should be implemented

Answer: C

Explanation:

fallback mode if for the radius part; client limit is for multiple authent on one port (ie phone + pc)

From doc:

aaa port-access authenticator <port-list> client-limit <1-32>

Used after executing aaa port-access authenticator <port-list> to convert authentication from port-based to user-based.



Specifies user-based 802.1X authentication and the maximum number of 802.1X-authenticated client sessions allowed
on each of the ports in <port-list>. If a port currently has no authenticated client sessions, the next authenticated client
session the port accepts determines the untagged VLAN membership to which the port is assigned during the session.
If another client session begins later on the same port while an earlier session is active, the later session will be on the
same untagged VLAN membership as the earlier session.

Question: 37

A switch will apply a device profile to a port based on which pieces of information? (Select two.)
A. IP header
B. MAC address
C. LLDP
D. User role
E. 802.1Q

Answer: A,B

Question: 38

When implementing deficit weighted round robin queuing, what importance does the weight value have?
A. Prioritizing latency-sensitive traffic
B. Queue priority in processing traffic
C. Strict priority queue
D. Percentage of interface bandwidth

Answer: B

Question: 39

In AOS-CX switching, what determines when a frame is forwarded by the switch between the ingress and the egress
port?
A. Egress port
B. Ingress port
C. VSX switch tables
D. Fabric Load Balancer

Answer: B

Question: 40

An administrator will be replacing a campus switching infrastructure with AOS-CX switches that support VSX
capabilities. The campus involves a core, as well as multiple access layers.

Which feature should the administrator implement to allow both VSX-capable core switches to process traffic sent to
the default gateway in the campus VLANs?
A. VRF
B. VRRP
C. IP helper



D. Active gateway

Answer: D

Explanation:

Active gateway = both devices route/forward traffic VRRP = Active-standbye, only active member routes/forwards
traffic

Understand the Active Gateway principle In a VSX system, active gateway provides redundant default gateway
functionality for the end-hosts. The default gateway of the end-host is automatically handled by both the VSX
systems.
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